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      `A must for trainee teachers and English departments' - Booktrusted News




`Sue Dymoke's book is a much needed antidote to the ubiquitous guides to poetry analysis…. This book is well worth reading for its clarity and wealth of ideas' - Bethan Marshall, TES Teacher Magazine




  
              


    
      



 


 
      The teaching of poetry is one of the key areas of the English curriculum element of our course. Students often find the assessment of poetry the most challenging area, so a title focused on this is very welcome. Sue Dymoke's work in this field is important to contemporary debates about teaching poetry, and this text is a good opportunity for students to read about her ideas in more detail




  
           Karen Lockney
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    This title is also available on SAGE Knowledge, the ultimate social sciences online library. If your library doesn’t have access, ask your librarian to start a trial.
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